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Introduction
A couple of years ago my paternal grandmother died. I was at work when my 
dad called. “Mummy’s died,” he said, in English. He was talking about his own 
mother, and he sounded like a little boy, like a forlorn son. Un-nerved, I walked 
back into the work planning day, thinking of this woman I barely knew. I felt 
forlorn too, longing for something I’d never really had, and I bit back tears. 
I had grown up in Australia, never geographically close to any of my dad’s 
family, and she had eventually settled in America. Most of my life my dad had 
talked frequently about moving to America, somehow winning the green card 
lottery, to be closer to his big and ever-expanding family. He was the only one in 
Australia. I had only met my grandmother a handful of times when I travelled 
to America. The last time I saw her, it was on one of these trips, and she was 
biting back tears, waving me off. She knew her days were growing limited and 
that we may never see each other again.

I’ll admit it openly, I’ve had a complicated relationship with family. Orphaned 
children and absent parents often turn up in my work. My characters are often 
stranded.

Initially I said Rice was about a plethora of ‘big’ contemporary issues. As if I was 
some Mike Moore of theatre. Mass agriculture. Super economies. Mercenary 
corporations. Women in business. Rice is about these things. But it’s probably, 
primarily, about two women searching out for new friendships and new 
intimacies, new versions of family, however fleeting.

I’m incredibly proud of the road Rice has travelled, and the many talented 
Australian artists who’ve worked with me and who’ve nudged Rice into the 
shape it is now.

Michele Lee
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Foreword
Queensland Theatre aspires to lead the country in the creation of new 
Australian stories and in the nurturing of new talent. The world premiere 
production of Michele Lee’s Rice achieves both these things.

The deserved winner of the Queensland Premier’s Drama Award, Rice performs 
new playwriting’s distinctive function of reflecting contemporary society back 
to itself. This is not just any society, it is Australian society right now: globalised, 
multicultural, and unequal in circumstance but united by humanity. Michele 
Lee has a knack for flipping effortlessly between the macro and the micro, the 
global and the local, the universal human truth and the recognisable specific 
detail of time or place.

In terms of talent, Rice introduces a nationally significant new voice in Michele 
Lee. For an emerging playwright, Rice is an astonishingly accomplished piece of 
work. While its content is urgent, its form is deliciously theatrical, invoking the 
talents of its two actors to transport and transform us.

If our ambition at Queensland Theatre is to lead our industry, we cannot 
accomplish it alone. Partnerships are vital and this production is made possible 
by them. First, the investment of the Queensland Government enables our 
company to run the only playwriting competition in the country that results in 
a guaranteed mainstage production. Second, we are proud to co-produce with 
Australia’s new writing theatre, Griffin Theatre Company, and benefit from the 
extraordinary directorial talent of their Artistic Director, Lee Lewis. Finally, 
Brisbane’s own Playlab makes possible the publication of the text, giving it the 
best possible chance of becoming the classic it deserves to be.

The Queensland Premier’s Drama Award has ushered a generation of plays 
and playwrights onto the mainstage. We look forward to Rice joining that 
distinguished canon of works and to this premiere production delighting 
audiences in Brisbane, Sydney and Albury-Wodonga.

Sam Strong
Artistic Director
Queensland Theatre
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Michele Lee
Michele is an Asian-Australian 
playwright and theatre-maker 
working across stage and audio. Her 
works are about female identity, 
otherness, intimacy and chaotic 
worlds, usually through a non-
white perspective. She has been 
commissioned by Radio National, 
Next Wave Festival, Darwin 
Festival, Platform Youth Theatre, 
St Martins Youth Arts Centre, 
Westside Circus, Arts House, 
Griffin Theatre, Sydney Theatre 
Company, Melbourne Theatre 
Company and Malthouse Theatre.
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Notes
Characters

NISHA   28, female, second-generation Indian
   Nisha is the Executive Officer of Golden Fields. 

YVETTE   61, female, first-generation Chinese
   Yvette is a cleaner in the building where the Golden  

  Fields office is located. 

Nisha also speaks the lines for characters in Yvette’s life including: 

VALERIE    60s, Russian, supervisor

SHEREE    Early 20s, Yvette’s daughter

JOHNNY SONG    20s, Chinese-Aussie bogan, warehouse owner

DAVID EGAN JUNIOR  Early 20s, Caucasian, son of CEO Coles

WIDOW    Indian, late 30s

Yvette also speaks the lines for characters in Nisha’s life including: 

TOM    Early 40s, Caucasian, colleague

AVINEET    Second-generation Indian, late 20s, Nisha’s boyfriend

GRAEME    Late 50s, Caucasian, boss 

GRETEL PATEL    Indian, early 30s, chief advisor to the Indian   
  Agricultural Minister

Setting
The main setting is the Golden Fields building in Melbourne. Nisha and Yvette 
also go to other places in Melbourne. Nisha also goes to India.

Time
Present time.

Notes on the script

// = the next person begins their line.

— = if this is at the end of a sentence, the next person cuts in with their line.
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RICE

ACT ONE
1. 

NISHA’s office. One large desk, one smaller desk. A big 
view of the Melbourne CBD.

NISHA in her suit, heels, her lanyard dangling from her 
hip. YVETTE in her cleaners’ uniform, with a vacuum 
cleaner, gloves, her lanyard around her neck.

Stand-off. 

NISHA We’re in competition.

YVETTE About rubbish.

NISHA About rice.

YVETTE About who cleans up your rice and rubbish.

NISHA You’re the one with the vacuum cleaner. End of story.

YVETTE Not the end. 

NISHA This is the part of the story where we first meet. 

YVETTE Indian princess.

NISHA Chinese cleaner.

YVETTE The princess eat breakfast in here. 

NISHA Green smoothie.

YVETTE Lunch in here.
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NISHA Salad.

YVETTE Dinner. 

NISHA Not on Mondays — salsa dancing. 

YVETTE You eat in here, all day. Keep your rubbish on table.

NISHA My bin is for paper and staples. 

YVETTE Dinner: Chinese. One tub for stir-fry chicken, vegie. One for 
rice. Eat half of this. Leave two container out. 

NISHA You’re the cleaner.

YVETTE You’re a baby. 

NISHA The other cleaner didn’t have a problem. 

YVETTE Other cleaning company lose contract for this building. 

NISHA The other cleaner, in fact, offered to clear that table every night.

YVETTE New company hire cleaners three buck cheaper an hour. Hire 
me. Train me do two minute only. Two minute: vacuum, wipe, 
empty. If you put rubbish in bin, I empty. Two minute up. I go. 

NISHA I stay. I eat. I make a mountain of mess for you. You don’t 
clean it. I make a complaint through my facilities manager, 
who speaks to the client services manager at the new cleaning 
company, who speaks to their site manager for this building. 
She’s the prickly old Russian woman, who — of all feeble and 
ineffective things — with no punishment, merely passes on my 
complaint to you. Yvette Tang. The cleaner.

YVETTE You. Nisha Gupta. The client.

NISHA I’m not the ‘client’. I’m the EO of Golden Fields.

YVETTE ‘E’ ‘O’?

NISHA Executive Officer, second in charge. So clear that desk.
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YVETTE I do it. I clean up after you. 

NISHA Thank you.

YVETTE You say it once. I clean it up once. 

NISHA I don’t ask again. 

YVETTE I don’t do it. 

NISHA I watch my phone. It doesn’t sing. The Indians aren’t calling.

YVETTE I go, you stay. 

NISHA I escalate the complaint. 

YVETTE I bring another bin. 

NISHA What for?

YVETTE For you. Second bin. Keep here. Next to table. Put your 
rubbish in.

NISHA Two bins? 

YVETTE Same for me when I ran my business.

NISHA What business?

YVETTE Should finish your rice.

NISHA Not enough gravy. 

YVETTE Should take back your complaint.

NISHA What was your business?

YVETTE Import. 

NISHA Importing what?

YVETTE Products.

NISHA Bins? Plastics? 
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YVETTE You think I import plastics? Ha! Like every other stupid 
Chinese person? 

NISHA Tell me what happened.

YVETTE Competition. Undercut. 

2. 
NISHA’s office. YVETTE is vacuum cleaning. NISHA’s working.  

NISHA The paradigm is shifting. Dr Graeme Hartley. The new CEO. 
Level 21. Upstairs.

YVETTE You complain. 

NISHA You clean.

YVETTE Your friend is in your office.

NISHA My colleague. Tom Budd. Marketing Director. He hired me, 
once upon a time.

YVETTE Tom pick up book.

NISHA Financial Equilibrium: Finding Peace with Numbers. By Dr 
Graeme Hartley. 

YVETTE [As TOM.] “Dr Graeme Hartley’s management textbook 
guides us through his theories of ‘modest innovation’, and the 
need to temper big ideas with pragmatism.”

NISHA An American academic running Golden Fields? Tom, he’s 
one month into the gig and he’s downsized out of the exec 
suite. And he’s getting rid of the fountain on Level 21. The 
week I had that fountain installed up there, IGA met with 
us and, boom, they were gagging to give us third-shelf 
placement for all of the east coast.
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YVETTE [As TOM.] Because of a thirty-thousand dollar fountain? 

NISHA Because of me. Because I pay attention to the fucking details.

YVETTE [As TOM.] Interior decorating? 

NISHA [Pause.] Give me that book. 

YVETTE [As TOM.] Oh come on, Gupta. I’m just making a dad 
joke, I’m 43, I’ve got kids, it’s my God-given right to. 

NISHA The book.

YVETTE [As TOM.] Ok ok, here. I was just holding onto it so the 
cleaner could wipe, do her job. You know Gupta, if you 
keep this lying around he’s going to think you’re his fan. 

NISHA Of course I want Graeme to think I’m a fangirl. You should 
get your own copy. Get him to sign it. Let him think you’re 
his little bitch. He’s shrinking your marketing budgets for 
the next quarter. You know that, right? 

YVETTE [As TOM.] You kidding me?

NISHA Graeme had me go over the sums. The Board doesn’t bring 
in a fiscal conservative without already putting targets on 
people’s backs. 

YVETTE [As TOM.] But you’re my EO mole, you champion every 
cent I spend. 

NISHA Well, Tom, you’re not the only person I’ve got to fend for 
up here. I’m also covering my own ass. Any day now this 
phone is going to sing. Gretel Patel, Chief Advisor to the 
Indian Agricultural Minister, is going to confirm that the 
Indian government has accepted our offer for a majority 
share in the PDS. India’s Public Distribution System; 
biggest rice retailer to the biggest rice-eating population in 
the world. This is big, this is I’ll-kill-ya-if-I-tell-ya sort of 
news, this is game-changing, history-breaking. 




